
Framed Art
Building Instructions
Box    



Find these materials from previous boxes

Find these materials from Night Lamp

Halocode

Servo driver

Power moduleSpeaker

Servo

Sandpaper Rubber band packDouble-sided tape

Connection cable 
(20 cm)

Connection cable 
(10 cm)

Double-headed 
wire (ring terminal)

Wood board Coated paper

M4 adapter

Take out these materials from Pack②

Screw M3*14 Stud M3*12

PIR sensor

Screw M3*20



Take out the wood boards.1 2

Pro tips
Use the sandpaper included to sand a 
smooth finish on the wood board before 
you start installing it.

Install the power module on the power-module-shaped mark on the back of the base board.

Back (with marks) Front (without marks)

There are marks printed on the back of the base 
board. They tell you where to put the modules 
and how to wire the circuit. So, make sure you 
correctly identify the back and front sides.



43 Install the speaker. Next is the servo driver.



Now the servo.5 6

Place the servo in the square 
hole as shown.

1

Pass the servo cable 
through the hole.

2

M3 *20mm

M3 *14mm

拧紧铜螺柱

Fasten the servo with screws and studs.

1:1



Thread the servo cable through the hole shown below.87

Flip

Flip the base board and install the curvy wood board to the servo hub as shown.

Here, the front side without 
any marks should face up.



Take out two 10cm connection cables and plug them into the 
ports on both sides of the PIR sensor.109 Insert an M4 adapter into the holes in the center of the base board.

20 cm

10 cm



Install the PIR sensor and pass the connection cables through the holes as shown.11 12

Install the PIR sensor.

Thread the two connection 
cables through the holes.

1

2

Flip the base board. Follow the letters and line marks to complete the connection.

Flip

C to D

E to F

A to B

20 cm

10 cm



14Insert the servo cable into the servo driver.13

Turn the Micro USB port to the 
opening of the wood board.

Turn the Micro USB port on Halocode to the opening on the base board and place Halocode 
on the board. The four holes on Halocode should align with the holes marked in red.



Attach a blue double-headed wire to Halocode and bind them with a screw and a stud. Follow the same steps to install the red, yellow, and green wires to Touchpad 0, 1, and 3 
respectively. Then thread them through the holes with corresponding numbers.15 16

Pass the screw through the 
Touchpad 2 on Halocode, the 
ring of the blue wire, and the 
stud.

1

Tighten the stud.2

Thread the blue wire 
through Hole 2 as shown.

M3 *20mm

M3 *14mm

1:1



Take out the wood boards.18 Remove the piece 
shown below from 
the coated paper 
sheet.  

19Connect Halocode and the servo driver.17

Pro tips
Use the sandpaper included to sand a smooth finish on 
the wood board before you start installing it.

Pass the cable through the two 
holes shown here. G to H.

10 cm

20 cm



Flip the base board again. Put the screw through the ring of the yellow wire, wood boards 
and paper part. Follow the order shown here when you thread the screw through the 
holes.

20

Flip

Tighten the stud.

Now through 
the wood
boards and the 
paper part.

M3 *14mm

M3 *20mm

1:1
Pass the screw 
through the ring of 
the yellow wire.



21 22 23Use a screw and a stud to fix the blue 
wire.

Fit the top board and the wood board 
shown below onto the two studs. 

Secure the red wire and the green wire with screws and studs.

Secure the red wire.1

Then the 
green wire.

2

Fit the top board 
onto the studs.

1

Make the marked side 
face up and then fit 
the wood board onto 
the studs.

2

M3 *14mm

M3 *20mm

1:1



Connect the top board and the base board.

Another rubber 
band to hook.

Hook a rubber band 
around here.

One more rubber 
band.

Slot four connection boards 
into the base board.

24 Fit the top board onto the 
four connection boards.



Fix the two boards with clips.

Follow the same steps to 
apply the other three clips.

Rotate the 
wooden frame 
and lay it at the 
angle as shown 
here.

1

Apply double-sided tape. Paste a hippo on it.2

Place the frame at the exact same angle as shown. Then it's time to stick things on the 
frame.25 26Gently press the boards 

towards each other.

Add the clip to secure the boards.2



Pro tips
Apply more double-sided tape if the cloud fails to stick firmly to the wood board.

Stick the big cloud to the 
upper left corner of the 
top board.

Apply double-sided tape.

Stick the smallest cloud on the frame. Now the biggest cloud.

Paste the small 
cloud on the 
base board. The 
cloud should be 
at the location 
shown here.

27 28

Apply double-sided tape.



Press down the wood board to 
reveal place marked in red. Then 
stick the lightning to the revealed 
place.  

Apply 
double-sided 
tape.

Paste the lightning.

Now, paste the lightning.29



Attach the cloud 
to the upper edge 
of the top board.

Now, the last piece of cloud.

Stick the grove to 
the bottom edge of 
the top board and 
make the leaves 
cover Halocode.

Add the larger grove.30 31

Yes, double-sided 
tape again.

Apply double-sided tape.



Apply double-sided tape.

Stick the small grove to 
the bottom left corner of 
the top board.

Add the smaller grove. Excellent! You've finished the framed art!32 33



Now, return to mBlock on your computer or iPad and program your project!

mBlock

https://hezi.makeblock.com

34


